Abstract—Vascular dementia (VD), the second most common type of dementia, affects approximately 13.9 per cent of people over the age of 71 in the United States alone. 26% of individuals develop VD after being diagnosed with congestive heart failure. Memory and cognition are increasingly affected as dementia progresses. However, these are not the first symptoms to appear in some types of dementia. Alterations in gait and executive functioning have been associated Vascular Cognitive Impairment (VCI). Research findings suggest that gait may be one of the earliest affected systems during onset of VCI, immediately following a vascular episode. The diagnosis tools currently utilized for VD are focused on memory impairment, which is only observed in later stages of VD. Hence we are proposing a framework that isolates gait and executive functioning analysis by applying machine learning to predict VD before cognition is affected, so pharmacological treatments can be used to postpone the onset of cognitive impairment. Over a period of time, we hope to be able to develop prediction algorithms that will not only identify but also predict vascular dementia.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The effects of vascular dementia are widespread. Currently, approximately 13.9% of individuals over the age of 71 have some form of dementia. As the demographics of our population change, the impact of chronic disease continues to increase. Currently, there are 35 million people in the United States over the age of 65. By 2030, this number is expected to be more than 70 million [1]. Vascular Cognitive impairment (VCI), the second widely spread type of dementia [2], second only to Alzheimer’s Dementia (AD), occurs in 26% of individuals who are diagnosed with Congestive Heart Failure (CHF) [3]. Dementia is of particular concern as the decline of memory and cognition functioning lead to a loss of independence and increased dependency on families and healthcare systems [1]. The prevalence of Vascular Dementia (VD), second to (AD), doubles every 5.3 years, while the prevalence of AD doubles every 4.3 year. Just like AD, the severity of VD is related to age. The age-adjusted rates of VCI are 14.6 per thousand per years, while it is 19.2 for AD [4]. Much of the healthcare costs incurred from dementia fall into the realm of government programs. However, individual caregivers also experience decrease in income and chronic fatigue for their efforts [1]. Early diagnosis of dementia, cannot stop the effect of the disease. While, it has been suggested that early treatment may slow the progression of the disease [5], developing an evaluation or monitoring protocol has proven challenging.

In this paper, we look at the background of subcortical vascular cognitive impairment, the use of technology in its diagnosis, typical onset patterns and early indicators. Following this a framework for applying machine learning techniques to these early indicators is presented. The paper concludes with a discussion on current techniques and future research direction.

II. BACKGROUND

Vascular dementia, the second most common type of dementia [6]-[9] was first identified by Thomas Willis in 1684 as a palsy that would cause ‘stupidity’ after stroke. Approximately 20-30% of individuals affected by stroke develop vascular dementia [2]. 36 million people around the world currently suffer from dementia. Vascular occlusions of larger vessels result in stroke, whereas the occlusion of smaller vessels results in a gradual degradation of subcortical areas of the brain that perform executive functions. This condition of small vessel occlusion is termed as Subcortical Vascular Dementia, (SVD), a most common type of VD [6], [8], [9]. 36-67% of the vascular dementia is subcortical vascular dementia [10]. Our paper will focus on the SVD form of vascular dementia.

The use of technology as a tool in the medical setting is a growing area of research and development. With the desire to reduce healthcare costs and support patient-centered care, the integration of technology into medical processes is increasingly common [11]. At first these technologies were designed primarily for practitioners, managers, and other professionals in a healthcare setting. However, as telecommunication and mobile computing technologies improved, systems that interact directly with patients outside of the healthcare setting became more prevalent [12]. Perhaps the strongest force driving this innovation is the growing interest in evidence-based and personalized medicine. The origins of evidence-based medicine can be traced back to mid-19th century Paris where physicians "conscientiously and explicitly" used outcomes from their previous cases to make current care decisions [13]. The rise of technology has greatly changed how evidence-based medicine is practiced, but the core idea has remained the same -- incorporating clinical
evidence from systematic research into health decisions, particularly diagnosis [13]. Likewise, personalized medicine looks to base health decisions on individual health records, the idea being that individuals' patterns and health history should be incorporated into health decisions. Often referred to as N-of-1 studies, mobile technology has proven to be of great utility in the execution of these studies to collect, record and communicate current data with providers [14].

Personalized medicine tools have been applied to many realms of health, including preventive care, chronic disease management, and monitoring of patients. Such systems allow us to ask previously unanswerable questions to better understand the connection between behavioral choices and health. There are many benefits to such a system. However, they come with many challenges. Because of the sheer mass of data, it is necessary to develop analytical methods to process raw data into actionable knowledge for patients and their providers [15]. In addition, regulatory, financial reimbursement, and technical security hurdles need to be considered.

This research looks at the potential of machine learning tools to analyze gait. Research has begun to recognize patterns in vascular dementia onset. However, in many cases, particular elements of gait are studied in isolation. We are proposing a framework that incorporates a larger number of measurable elements of gait and utilizes machine learning to optimize and improve upon past work.

A. Progression of Vascular Dementia

Progression of Vascular Dementia generally represents a stepwise decline – appearing suddenly after episode and aggravated from following episodes, but without the continuous decline common to Alzheimer’s Disease. Vascular Dementia transitions from preclinical to Vascular Cognitive Impairment to Vascular Dementia can be sub-classified as mild, moderate or severe. To understand each diagnosis, the symptoms and expected progression at each of these stages must be considered.

1) Risk factors: The risk factors for vascular dementia are the same as cardiovascular diseases such as hypertension, stroke, atrial fibrillation, aortic fibrillation, diabetes mellitus type 2, obesity, lack of active lifestyle, depression, sleep apnia, and smoking [6]. In addition, the hemiparetic type of gait was identified as a risk factor [16].

2) Symptoms: Two of the foremost cognitive domains affected by vascular dementia are gait and executive functioning [17]. Among other cognitive domains affected, such as problem solving, execution of complex commands and motor skills, memory is the most significant [6].

3) Preclinical Stage: The initial stage is often described as “silent”, as the brain begins to change without measurable symptoms being displayed. Changes are not detectable on tests and the symptoms patient experiences are not diagnosable. Because of this, much that is known about the preclinical stage of Vascular Dementia is based on retrospective evaluations of records of diagnosed cases. One such study found that patients had memory complaints 12 years prior to diagnosis and had experienced declines in activities of daily living 5 to 7 years previous to diagnosis [18]. While Vascular Dementia patients had memory complaints 12 years prior to diagnosis, cognitively, there is comparatively less deterioration in the preclinical stage as compared to other forms of Dementia. Patients’ with incident vascular dementia deteriorate earlier and faster in daily functioning, especially the more physical activities of daily living such as activities, arising, dressing and grooming, eating, hygiene, grip, reach, and walking, as compared to other forms of Dementia that experience the first changes in cognitive activities such as finance management, phoning, medication use, housekeeping, and meal preparation [18], [19]. In addition, the preclinical stage is often accompanied by symptoms of depression, particularly motivation-related such as lack of interest, loss of energy and concentration difficulties. This association still remained significant after adjusting for memory complaints, showing that depressive symptoms are not merely a by-product of perceived cognitive difficulties [20].

4) Vascular Cognitive Impairment: The progression from preclinical to Vascular Cognitive Impairment is not an unambiguous transition. The Vascular Cognitive Impairment stage is loosely defined as cases where one or more cognitive domains becomes significantly affected [21], [22]. At this stage in the disease, symptoms are becoming clinically detectable and while noticeable in daily living, they are not generally too limiting in this respect.

5) Vascular Dementia: Onset of Vascular Dementia is marked by cognitive impairment severe enough to interfere with everyday activities. The onset of Vascular Dementia can be divided into sub-domains of mild, moderate, moderately severe, and severe.

6) Mixed Dementia: Another factor to consider is the onset of other forms of cognitive impairment in addition to vascular dementia, referred to as “Mixed Dementia”. Mixed Dementia refers to cases of Vascular Dementia where symptoms of other cognitive impairment, not originating from the vascular episode, begin to affect the patient in addition to the symptoms of Vascular Dementia already present. Approximately 15 percent of cases of Vascular Dementia present with other forms of cognitive impairment [23]. Identifying the onset of other cognitive impairments and the relationship between the Vascular episode and these other cognitive impairments is one of the great challenges facing research in this area.

B. Gait as an early Indicator of Vascular Dementia

The challenge of diagnosing Vascular Dementia during or prior to vascular cognitive impairment is one that much research has looked into. Vascular dementia in particular is of interest because patients often experience a "step-wise" deterioration as opposed to gradual and symptomatic decline following acute events. In addition, in the subcategory of vascular dementia, mild cognitive impairment seems equally if not more prevalent than full onset of dementia symptoms [24].
Researchers have identified several indicators of vascular cognitive impairment including impaired social or occupational functioning, motor activities, visual processing and abstract reasoning [24]. However, one challenge is to transform these rather abstract indicators into quantifiable and actionable metrics.

One developing area is that of gait analysis. This could be stride length, lateral balance, or effort exerted (measured using heart-rate monitor for example) for a particular class of activity [24]. Motor activity metrics focus on measuring ease, frequency, and type of movement. Gait has clear links to motor activities, but it also has an interesting link to visual processing since the visual system is strongly correlated with balance. In comparison to other physiological feedback systems, Visual information is typically more sensitive and is believed to play a significant role in fine-grained adjustments to balance, especially in the feet and ankles [25]. In patients with Vascular Dementia onset, impaired visual processing could be recognized in balance and gait discrepancies. Various gait metrics have been investigated, and their potential to identify vascular cognitive impairment has been evaluated.

1) Distance and Speed Metrics: In respect to gait analysis, distance and speed are typically measured in terms of a single stride. To understand what these metrics quantify, it's important to understand the components of a stride. Stride length is measured as the distance between two consecutive footfalls of the same foot. In addition, a single stride can be broken down into components, commonly, swing time and stance time. Swing time refers the time when only one foot is on the ground. The stance time refers to the time when both feet are on the ground. Distance and speed metrics are often in reference to either a complete stride or a component of a stride [26]. Shorter stride length has been linked to a increased chance of mild cognitive impairment [25]. Similarly, the a slower gait can indicate motor function concerns, thus measuring the velocity or stride frequency (steps per minute) can also provide useful information [26].

2) Gait Disturbances and Difficulties: In a similar vein, measuring gait disturbances or difficulties takes stride metrics and looks for abnormalities or inconsistencies between multiple instances over a given time period. In these methods, a range of acceptable metrics is defined and measurements outside that range are considered a disturbance [25]. This idea comes up frequently in fall detection, but the idea of creating a customized range based on user data rather than setting a predefined range, is one application of this idea that may prove useful to this research.

3) Pace, Rhythm, and Variability of Gait: Pace, rhythm, and variability of gait also look at comparing multiple strides in a time frame against each other. However, rather than looking for outliers, these metrics attempt to recognize patterns in the data and cases where these patterns are not true [27]. One example of this is measuring the percentage of the stride that is spent on the swing versus the percent on the stance. Typically, the swing takes 40 percent of the stride with stance taking the remaining 60 percent of the time [28]. Pace, rhythm, and variability measures are aimed to quantify how much a gait changes in this respect over a time period.

4) Stability: Stability and width of base, while associated with pace, are largely metrics of balance. Stability looks at the consistency of weight patterns on a foot. Inconsistent (variable) patterns of weight distribution could indicate the individual is "shaky" and struggling to balance. Width of base is another way we can measure stability. Width of base refers to how far apart a individual's stance is. A wide stance can indicate balance concerns as well [28]. Finally, double support, when both feet are in contact with the ground at the same time, can be measured while an individual is walking. Longer double support time, can also be correlated to balance [26].

5) Outstanding Challenges in Gait Analysis: A challenge facing this realm of research is that aging causes many of these occurrences. Therefore successful research in this field has looked not only for the presence of these indicators, most of which are likely common in an aging population, but also at the extent to which an indicator is present. This aims to separate changes typical of aging from those of dementia onset. However, this continues to be a challenge in this field of study [24], [25]. In addition, since the indicators at this stage are largely behavioral and physiological it is very challenging to identify these in a clinical setting. In addition, the way these indicators present in each patient differs, and, in many cases, a patient may experience only a subset of all the indicators mentioned. Adjusting for individual differences and variation during analysis is another challenge of this field.

C. Sensors for Collecting Gait Measures

As discussed above, there are many different metrics we can use to describe gait, including distance walked, speed, disturbances or difficulties, pace, rhythm, variability, stability and width of base. Most research conducted on gait analysis in the clinical setting relies on health care providers observing and manually identifying the presence or prevalence of certain features [29]. We have the technological capabilities to streamline this into a single process. There are three primary classes of technology being used in gait analysis: pressure-based, force-based, and mobile device sensors.

Pressure-based and force-based systems have been developed by numerous groups as a way to monitor gait. These sensors are typically designed as an insole with multiple pressure sensors throughout the insole and a treadmill that can identify how much weight is being exerted in a location at a particular time. From this, center of mass and the elements of pace and stability can be derived. In addition, these systems excel at identifying stability, balance, and the base stance [30]. For example, such a system could determine which part of the foot bears most of the weight of the individual when flat footed or if when they are motionless, there is a continuous shift to where their center of mass is, indicating issues maintaining a balanced stance.

The other type of device that is showing great potential in the area of gait detection is mobile device sensors. Mobile devices include a multitude of sensors, including an
accelerometer, digital compass, gyroscope, proximity sensor, ambient light sensor, GPS, microphone, and camera [31]. Using these sensors, a device can be configured to track elements of gait such as stride length, base width, pace, and variability, as well as distance travelled and speed travelled [32]. In addition, applications can use activity recognition algorithms on the device to log data only when the desired activity is present, which improves the specificity of the data being collected.

As can be seen, there is much overlap between the capabilities of pressure-based insole sensors and mobile device sensors. However, a few aspects set them apart. Pressure-based systems lend themselves to tracking balance and stability better than mobile devices, while mobile devices benefit from increased variability of sensors and computing power that makes them capable of more powerful aggregations, measuring speed, distance, and classifying motion.

D. Machine Learning

The problem of diagnosing vascular dementia early in onset is a challenging one. For one, not all symptom patterns or indicators will be present in an individual patient, but rather a subset of these. The ideal system would have to be flexible enough to account for the variability in disease onset, while also not being so flexible as to create a multitude of false-positive results. Another challenge is that behavioral and physiological patterns differ between individuals. To account for this, the system must learn to confirm the individuality of measures to the known pattern, to create personalized and actionable knowledge. There are there are numerous learning models to explore and within each model, multiple attributes that affect the effectiveness of the model. When choosing models to test, we are looking for a two-part classifier. However, the problem is complicated by the fact that not all vascular dementia onsets in the same way. For this reason, the way attributes interrelate will be an important focus of an effective model.

III. METHODOLOGY

Our study focuses on developing a framework for identification and prediction of subcortical vascular dementia. The framework involves analyzing the gait and executive functioning using machine learning. This methodology involves two parts. Part one focuses on gait analysis while part two focuses on executive functioning evaluation as seen in Fig. 4.

Phase 1: Gait Analysis: Our framework proposes force plate gait measurement system that utilizes Piezoelectric measurement technology for accurate force and moment data gathering. Measuring changes in gait pattern or alterations in the center of mass enables tracking the changes in gait after a significant cardiovascular event. Gait analysis can be traced back to the early eighties where the analysis was done to in the assessment of cerebral palsy, neuromuscular disorders and other orthopedic evaluations [33].

Gait, a means of locomotion, is the style or manner of walking that can be measured by two domains of measurement systems: i) Spatiotemporal system-where the step length, step width, speed and stride frequency are taken into consideration; and ii) Kinematic -where the angles of joints and rotation of knee, hip and ankle are taken into consideration. Some of the parameters associated with gait that are valuable in the prediction of VD are velocity, center of gravity, stride frequency, step length and frequency, and symmetry of limb movement, defined and depicted in Table II and Fig. 1, respectively [7], [34]. In particular, VD is predictive by the following specific characteristics of gait as seen in Table I [34]. The technique for calculating these attributes of motion can be seen in Fig. 2 and 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Variation in VD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Velocity</td>
<td>Slower</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Stride length</td>
<td>Shorter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Posture/Balance</td>
<td>Instability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Start</td>
<td>Hesitation/Freezing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Stride Frequency</td>
<td>Decreased</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Gait lines variability</td>
<td>Increased</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Tandem gait</td>
<td>Increased</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Arm swing</td>
<td>Decreased</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE II. DEFINITION OF QUANTITATIVE GAIT PARAMETERS. ALL QUANTITATIVE PARAMETERS DESCRIBED BELOW ARE AUTOMATICALLY CALCULATED AS THE MEAN OF TWO TRIALS BY THE GAIT SOFTWARE [2], [26], [34]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Velocity</td>
<td>Distance covered over a period of time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stride length</td>
<td>Distance between heel points of two steps of the same foot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stride Frequency</td>
<td>Steps per unit of time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balance/Posture</td>
<td>Center of gravity variation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. Step and Stride in Gait: Adapted from [2].
Phase 2: Executive function Analysis: Dual task performance in gait has been recognized as a marker for VD [35], [37]. In the second part of the protocol, the framework performs executive function analysis by having the subject walk and recognizes verbs and walk and finger tap. The evaluation will be performed in two steps:

Step 1: The subject will walk and finger tap

Step 2: The subject will walk and recognize verbs from pictures that are projected on the wall facing the walk.

The Stride length and gait speed will be tracked during this phase, as executive function disorders were recognized as a reduction in gait speed and stride length [33]. One mechanism for examining executive function is by verb recognition or by dual function performance such as finger tapping while walking or verb recognition while walking [33], [35]-[37].

IV. DISCUSSION

A combination of alterations in gait and executive functioning has been identified as a 5 year predictor for VD [8], [9], [16], [38]. Our proposal addresses subcortical vascular dementia that affects gait and executive functioning in affected individuals [17]. Although vascular dementia is marked by its impact on problem solving, execution of complex commands, motor skills, and memory, these domains are not the first to be noticed. VD first impacts gait and executive functioning, and hence we are proposing a framework that uses machine learning to identify alterations in gait and executive functioning [17]. According to the National Institute of Health and Care Excellence (NICE) guidelines the diagnosis of vascular dementia is performed by tools that are based on memory impairment but the impairment is observed only in later stages of VD. Hence we are proposing a system that would diagnose VD earlier than the initiation of the impairment so pharmacological treatments can be utilized to help postpone cognitive impairment. Tests such as minimal state examination (MMSE) do not test for executive functioning impairment, which renders them insignificant tools for Vascular dementia identification. Although Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MOCA) does test for executive functioning impairment and can be used for VD, it relies on factors that can be identified only in later stages of dementia hence reducing its value in treatment of memory impairment. There is a need for tools that can identify and predict VD before its markers are evident. These tools will help clinicians treat individuals with pharmacological remedies that can help minimize cognition impairments as a result of VD.

V. CONCLUSION

The uniqueness of our approach is the application of machine learning along with a combination of gait and executive function analysis. Several research studies have identified gait as an important marker in early identification of vascular dementia [8], [9], [16], [38], while some other researchers have identified executive function as an early marker for subcortical vascular dementia [33], [35]-[37]. We are proposing a framework that combines gait and executive function as a hybrid early predictor of subcortical vascular dementia. The parameters for gait such as reduction in velocity, stride frequency, stride length, and dual cognitive functioning such as finger tapping while walking and verb recognition while walking, with time series based machine learning analysis.

Future work should be focused on implementing a machine learning technique that combines gait and executive functioning metrics utilizing this framework. In addition, research into incorporating other early indicators of subcortical vascular dementia into the framework should be pursued.